Contents Software update 220203 for VITA vPad excellence as of serial number 2820180275
 Orthographic corrections and design changes
 Fast cooling only possible with open firing chamber
 Confirmation signal when a keypad is pressed
 During a running firing other programs can be adressed and changed
 Temperature standby can be activated in the firing curve view
 Liftcontrol with one key
 New users and desktops can be created in the file manager
 Firing programs can be displayed in the file manager
 Acknowledgement of receipt for sent "Online process data“
 “+" icon on the desktop for creating a new firing program and desktop
 “+" icon in the professional view for adding a user profile
 File manager moved from the top bar to settings
 Total number of desktops and current desktop number are displayed on the desktop
 Added standby button and furnace identification button in multi furnace view
 VITA vPad exellence instructions in Bulgarian, Czech, Polish and Russian languages added
 ZYRCOMAT 6100 MS manual added
 Hoster for online process data has been changed, so that process data can be sent directly to VITA
 Night mode can now be changed during the firing process
 Online update updated with new encryption
 Programs and processing instructions for VITA AMBRIA and VITA SUPRINITY PC updated
 Programs for CEREC Tessera and CEREC MTL Block added
 Glaze firing assistant for veneering materials added
 Firing program parameters can be displayed in the file manager
 SMART-VIEW added as selectable function
 SMART.FIRE mode: up to 4 SMART.FIRE and ZYRCOMAT 6100 MS units can be operated on vPad
excellence
 SMART.FIRE mode: Vacuum query with SUPRINITY and IPS e.max CAD
Contents Software update 220203 for VITA vPad comfort as of serial number 3020180051
 Orthographic corrections and design changes
 VITA vPad exellence instructions in Bulgarian, Czech, Polish and Russian languages added
 ZYRCOMAT 6100 MS manual added
 Night mode can now be changed during the firing process
 Programs and processing instructions for VITA AMBRIA and VITA SUPRINITY PC updated
 Programs for and CEREC MTL Block added

Contents Software update 220203 for VITA ZYRCOMAT 6100 MS:
 High-performance power supply is switched off with a delay after the end of the fire to ensure greater
operating stability
 Fans are switched off when the furnace is switched off via the vPad

